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Abstract
A bilinearisation-reduction approach is described for finding solutions for nonlocal integrable
systems and is illustrated with nonlocal discrete nonlinear Schro¨dinger equations. In this approach
we first bilinearise the coupled system before reduction and derive its double Casoratian solutions;
then we impose reduction on double Casoratians so that they coincide with the nonlocal reduction
on potentials. Double Caosratian solutions of the classical and nonlocal (reverse space, reverse time
and reverse space-time) discrete nonlinear Schro¨dinger equations are presented.
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1 Introduction
In recent years the research of nonlocal integrable systems has become a hot topic since Ablowitz and
Musslimani proposed continuous and discrete nonlocal nonlinear Schro¨dinger (NLS) equations in [1, 2].
Such systems that are obtained from nonlocal reductions of integrable systems are potentially used to
describe wave propagation in nonlinear PT symmetric media [3]. Classical solving methods have been
successfully applied to nonlocal models (e.g. [4, 5]). Recently, a reduction approach was proposed [6]
and solutions of the nonlocal NLS hierarchy were given in terms of double Wronskian. In that approach
the known double Wronskian solutions of the coupled system before reduction are directly used and by
suitable reduction these double Wronskians yield solutions to the after-reduction nonlocal models.
In general, to solve a nonlocal integrable model, one can first bilinearise a coupled before-reduction
system and write out its double Wronskian (or Casoratian) solutions; then impose reduction on the
double Wronskians (or Casoratians) so that they provide solutions of the after-reduction equations.
We believe such a bilinearisation-reduction approach is universal for nonlocal integrable systems. As a
support of this argument in this paper we deal with the nonlocal discrete NLS equations. Compared
with the previous bilinear treatment directly on the nonlocal discrete NLS equation in [7], we will see
that our bilinearisation-reduction approach has more advantage in calculation and presenting solutions.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec.2 we introduce the before-reduction coupled system and
after-reduction classical and nonlocal discrete NLS equations. Sec.3 provides an illustration of our
approach, including bilinearisation of the before-reduction coupled system, deriving its double Casoratian
solutions, and showing the reduction procedure and results. Sec.4 is for conclusions.
2 Nonlocal discrete NLS equations
The integrable discrete NLS equation is a typical and physically important discrete model (see [8] and the
references therein). It is also known as the Ablowitz-Ladik equation, which is related to the Ablowitz-
Ladik (AL) spectral problem
Θn+1 =MnΘn, Mn =
(
λ Qn
Rn 1/λ
)
, Θn =
(
θ1,n
θ2,n
)
, (1)
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where (Qn, Rn) = (Q(n, t), R(n, t)) are potential functions on Z × R, λ is a spectral parameter, and
(θ1,n, θ2,n) are wave functions. The before-reduction coupled system reads
iQn,t = Qn+1 +Qn−1 − 2Qn −QnRn(Qn+1 +Qn−1), (2a)
iRn,t = −(Rn+1 +Rn−1 − 2Rn) +QnRn(Rn+1 +Rn−1). (2b)
It admits the following reductions (cf. [2, 9])
iQn,t = (Qn+1 +Qn−1 − 2Qn)− δQnQ∗n(Qn+1 +Qn−1), Rn = δQ∗n, (3)
iQn,t = (Qn+1 +Qn−1 − 2Qn)− δQnQ∗−n(Qn+1 +Qn−1), Rn = δQ∗−n, (4)
iQn,t = (Qn+1 +Qn−1 − 2Qn)− δQnQn(−t)(Qn+1 +Qn−1), Rn = δQn(−t), (5)
iQn,t = (Qn+1 +Qn−1 − 2Qn)− δQnQ−n(−t)(Qn+1 +Qn−1), Rn = δQ−n(−t), (6)
where ∗ means complex conjugate, δ = ±1, Q−n = Q(−n, t), Qn(−t) = Q(n,−t) and Q−n(−t) =
Q(−n,−t) indicate reversed space, time and space-time, respectively.
3 Bilinearisation-reduction approach
3.1 Bilinearisation of the before-reduction system
In the first step of our approach we bilinearise the before-reduction coupled system (2) rather than those
reduced models (3)-(6). Through dependent variables transformation
Qn =
gn
fn
, Rn =
hn
fn
, (7)
(2) is transformed into the following bilinear form
iDtgn · fn = gn+1fn−1 + gn−1fn+1 − 2gnfn, (8a)
iDtfn · hn = fn+1hn−1 + fn−1hn+1 − 2fnhn, (8b)
f2n − fn−1fn+1 = gnhn, (8c)
where Dt is the well known Hirota bilinear operator defined as [10]
Dmt f · g = (∂t − ∂t′)mf(t)g(t′)|t′=t.
Let us introduce some notations. Consider matrix equations
EΦn = AΦn, iΦn,t =
1
2
(E2 − 2 + E−2)Φn, (9a)
E−1Ψn = AΨn, iΨn,t = −1
2
(E2 − 2 + E−2)Ψn, (9b)
where A ∈ C(m+p+2)×(m+p+2) is invertible, E is a shift operator defined by Ejfn = fn+j , and
Φn = (φ1,n, φ2,n, · · · , φm+p+2,n)T , Ψn = (ψ1,n, ψ2,n, · · · , ψm+p+2,n)T
are (m+ p+ 2)-th order vectors in which φj,n = φj(n, t) and ψj,n = ψj(n, t). In this paper we make use
of the following double Casoratian with respect to DOUBLE shifts of n,
Cas(m+1,p+1)(Φn,Ψn) = |Φn, E2Φn, · · · , E2mΦn; Ψn, E2Ψn, · · · , E2pΨn| = |̂Φ(m)n ; Ψ̂(p)n |
= |0, 1, · · · ,m; 0, 1, · · · , p| = |m̂; p̂|, (10)
where the shorthand notation “hat” follows Ref. [11].
As for solutions to the before-reduction system (2) and its bilinear form (8), we have the following
result:
Theorem 1. The bilinear system (8) has double Casoratian solutions
fn = |m̂; p̂|, gn = |m̂+ 1; p̂− 1|, hn = −|m̂− 1; p̂+ 1|, (11)
where their entries Φn and Ψn satisfy (9). A and its any similar matrix lead to same solutions to Qn
and Rn through (7).
A brief proof will be sketched in Appendix.
2
3.2 Reduction of double Casoratians
From now on we consider double Casoratians (11) with p = m and
Φn = A
ne−
i
2 (A
2
−2I2(m+1)+A
−2)tC, Ψn = A
−ne
i
2 (A
2
−2I2(m+1)+A
−2)tD, (12)
which are solutions of (9) where C,D ∈ C2m+2 and Is is the s-th order identity matrix. The idea of
reduction is to impose constraint on Φn, Ψn so that Qn and Rn given by (7) can obey the reduction
relations in (3)-(6).
3.2.1 Discrete NLS equation (3)
We would like to take (3) as an example to explain in detail the idea of reduction on double Casoratians.
Consider constraint
Ψn = TΦ
∗
n, (13)
where T ∈ C(2m+2)×(2m+2) is a transform matrix. It then follows from (12) and (13) that
Ψn =A
−ne
i
2 (A
2
−2I2(m+1)+A
−2)tD
=TΦ∗n = TA
∗ne
i
2 (A
∗2
−2I2(m+1)+A
∗−2)tC∗
=(TA∗T−1)ne
i
2 ((TA
∗T−1)2−2I2(m+1)+(TA
∗T−1)−2)tTC∗, (14)
which requires that A, T,D,C obey the relation
A−1 = TA∗T−1, D = TC∗ (15)
so that (13) holds. Thus, under (13) and (15) we can rewrite (11) as
fn = |̂Φ(m)n ;̂Ψ(m)n | = |̂Φ(m)n ; ̂TΦ∗(m)n |, (16a)
gn = |̂Φ(m+1)n ; ̂Ψ(m−1)n | = |̂Φ(m+1)n ; ̂TΦ∗(m−1)n |, (16b)
hn = −|̂Φ(m−1)n ; ̂Ψ(m+1)n | = −|̂Φ(m−1)n ; ̂TΦ∗(m+1)n |. (16c)
Now we introduce another constraint TT ∗ = δI2(m+1) where δ = ±1, by which, making use of determi-
nantal calculation, we find
fn = |̂Φ(m)n ; ̂TΦ∗(m)n | = |T || ̂δT ∗Φ(m)n ;̂Φ∗(m)n |
= (−δ)m+1|T ||̂Φ∗(m)n ; ̂T ∗Φ(m)n | = (−δ)m+1|T ||̂Φ(m)n ; ̂TΦ∗(m)n |∗
= (−δ)m+1|T |f∗n,
and similarly, hn = −(−δ)m|T |g∗n. Thus we immediately reach
Rn
Q∗n
=
hn/fn
g∗n/f
∗
n
=
hn
g∗n
· f
∗
n
fn
= δ, (17)
i.e. Rn = δQ
∗
n, which is the reduction to get eq.(3) from (2).
In conclusion we have the following.
Theorem 2. The discrete NLS equation (3) has solutions
Qn =
gn
fn
, fn = |̂Φ(m)n ; ̂TΦ∗(m)n |, gn = |̂Φ(m+1)n ; ̂TΦ∗(m−1)n |, (18)
where Φn is given as in (12), and A and T obey the relation
A−1T − TA∗ = 0, TT ∗ = δI2(m+1). (19)
Φn in (12) has an equivalent form by replacing A with e
B, B ∈ C(2m+2)×(2m+2), i.e.
Φn = e
nB− i2 (e
2B
−2I2(m+1)+e
−2B)tC. (20)
Correspondingly, instead of (19) we need
BT + TB∗ = 0, TT ∗ = δI2(m+1). (21)
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Here we remark that for the continuous focusing NLS equation iqt = qxx+ |q|2q where |q|2 = qq∗, its
double Wronskian solution was given in [11] in 1983, while for the discrete NLS equation (3), although
there were many discussions on its solutions [12–14], surprisingly, it seems there is no explicit double
Casoratian form that was presented as its solutions. Besides, (18) does not provide a solution with
nonzero background for equation (3) with δ = 1, i.e. defocusing discrete NLS equation.
3.2.2 Nonlocal cases
Theorem 3. For the nonlocal discrete NLS equation (4) with reverse space, its solution is given by
Qn =
gn
fn
, fn = | ̂A−mΦ(m)n ; ̂AmTΦ∗(−m)−n |, gn = | ̂A−mΦ(m+1)n ; ̂AmTΦ∗(−m+1)−n |, (22)
where Φn is given as in (12) or equivalently (20), and A and T obey the relation
AT − TA∗ = 0, TT ∗ = −δ|A∗|2I2(m+1), (23)
or equivalently
BT − TB∗ = 0, TT ∗ = −δ|eB∗ |2I2(m+1). (24)
Here the notation
̂
AmTΦ
∗(−m)
−n stands for consecutive columns (A
mTΦ∗
−n, A
m−2TΦ∗
−n, · · · , A−mTΦ∗−n).
For the nonlocal discrete NLS equation (5) with reverse time, its solution is given by
Qn =
gn
fn
, fn = |̂Φ(m)n ; ̂TΦ(m)n (−t)|, gn = |̂Φ(m+1)n ; ̂TΦ(m−1)n (−t)|, (25)
where Φn is given as in (12) or equivalently (20), and A and T obey the relation
A−1T − TA = 0, T 2 = δI2(m+1), (26)
or equivalently
BT + TB = 0, T 2 = δI2(m+1). (27)
For the nonlocal discrete NLS equation (6) with reverse space and time, its solution is given by
Qn =
gn
fn
, fn = | ̂A−mΦ(m)n ; ̂AmTΦ(−m)−n (−t)|, gn = | ̂A−mΦ(m+1)n ; ̂AmTΦ(−m+1)−n (−t)|, (28)
where Φn is given as in (12) or equivalently (20), and A and T obey the relation
AT − TA = 0, T 2 = −δ|A|2I2(m+1), (29)
or equivalently
BT − TB = 0, T 2 = −δ|eB|2I2(m+1). (30)
Proof. The proof is similar to the classical case. For the nonlocal discrete NLS equation (4) with reverse
space, since C and D in (12) are arbitrary, we first replace C → A−mC, D → AmD and start from
fn = | ̂A−mΦ(m)n ; ̂AmΨ(m)n |, gn = | ̂A−mΦ(m+1)n ; ̂AmΨ(m−1)n |, hn = −| ̂A−mΦ(m−1)n ; ̂AmΨ(m+1)n |, (31)
which are still solution to (8). Reduction is implemented by taking
Ψn = TΦ
∗
−n, D = TC
∗, (32)
and requiring (23) holds. Then we have
fn = |A−mΦn, A−m+2Φn, · · · , AmΦn;AmTΦ∗−n, Am−2TΦ∗−n, · · · , A−mTΦ∗−n|. (33)
Making use of (23) we find
fn =|A−mΦn, A−m+2Φn, · · · , AmΦn;TA∗mΦ∗−n, TA∗m−2Φ∗−n, · · · , TA∗−mΦ∗−n|
=|T |(−δ|A∗|−2)m+1|T ∗A−mΦn, T ∗A−m+2Φn, · · · , T ∗AmΦn;A∗mΦ∗−n, A∗m−2Φ∗−n, · · · , A∗−mΦ∗−n|
=(δ|A∗|−2)m+1|T ||AmΦ−n, Am−2Φ−n, · · · , A−mΦ−n;TA∗−mΦ∗n, TA∗−m+2Φ∗n, · · · , TA∗mΦ∗n|∗
=(δ|A∗|−2)m+1|T ||AmΦ−n, Am−2Φ−n, · · · , A−mΦ−n;A−mTΦ∗n, A−m+2TΦ∗n, · · · , AmTΦ∗n|∗
=(δ|A∗|−2)m+1|T ||A−mΦ−n, A−m+2Φ−n, · · · , AmΦ−n;AmTΦ∗n, Am−2TΦ∗n, · · · , A−mTΦ∗n|∗
=(δ|A∗|−2)m+1|T |f∗
−n.
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Similarly, we have hn = δ
m|A∗|−2(m+1)|T |g∗
−n. By these relations we immediately reach Rn/Q
∗
−n = δ
and then the solution expression (22).
For the nonlocal discrete NLS equation (5) with reverse time, we start from usual forms fn =
|̂Φ(m)n ;̂Ψ(m)n |, gn = |̂Φ(m+1)n ; ̂Ψ(m−1)n |, hn = −|̂Φ(m−1)n ; ̂Ψ(m+1)n | and reduction is implemented by taking
Ψn = TΦn(−t), D = TC (34)
together with (26). In this case we have relation
fn = (−δ)m+1|T |fn(−t), hn = −(−δ)m|T |gn(−t). (35)
For the nonlocal discrete NLS equation (6) with reverse space and time, we need to start from (33)
and reduction is implemented by taking
Ψn = TΦ−n(−t), D = TC (36)
together with (29). Relations between Casorations are
fn = (δ|A|−2)m+1|T |f−n(−t), hn = δm|A|−2(m+1)|T |g−n(−t). (37)
3.3 Solutions to B and Φ
n
In Theorem 2 and 3 we have given constraints on B and T . In the following we present solutions of these
constraint equations together with explicit expressions of Φn. For convenience, let us first introduce
some notations. Suppose B and Ti(i = 1, 2, 3) are 2× 2 block matrices
B1 =
(
K 0
0 H
)
, T1 =
(
0 Im+1
−Im+1 0
)
, T2 =
(
0 Im+1
Im+1 0
)
, T3 =
(
Im+1 0
0 −Im+1
)
,
in which each block is a constant (m+ 1)× (m+ 1) matrix; J(k) is a (m+ 1)× (m+ 1) Jordan matrix
w.r.t. k ∈ C,
J(k) =

k 0 · · · 0
1 k · · · 0
...
. . .
. . .
...
0 · · · 1 k
 . (38)
Then, for the constraint equations (21), (24), (27) and (30), their solutions are respectively given by
B = B1 with H = −K∗, T = T1(for δ = −1) or T2(for δ = 1) (39)
B = B1 with H = K
∗, T = |eB|T2(for δ = −1) or |eB|T1(for δ = 1), (40)
B = B1 with H = −K, T =
√
δT1, (41)
B = B1 with H = −K∗(or K∗ or−K), T =
√
−δ|eB|T3. (42)
Due to Theorem 1 we only need to consider the canonical forms of B. That is, K can either be
K = Diag(k1, k2, · · · , km+1), ki 6= 0 ∈ C, (43)
or K = J(k), k 6= 0 ∈ C. When K is diagonal, Φn is composed by
φj,n =
{
ekjn−
i
2 (e
2kj−2+e−2kj )t, j = 0, 1, · · ·m,
ehsn−
i
2 (e
2hs
−2+e−2hs )t, j = m+ 1 + s, s = 0, 1, · · ·m, (44)
where hs = −k∗s for (3), hs = k∗s for (4), hs = −ks for (5) and hs = −k∗s (or k∗s or − ks) for (6). When
K takes the Jordan block J(k), Φn is composed by
φj,n =
{
∂
j
k
j! e
kn− i2 (e
2k
−2+e−2k)t, j = 0, 1, · · ·m,
∂sh
s! e
hn− i2 (e
2h
−2+e−2h)t, j = m+ 1 + s, s = 0, 1, · · ·m,
(45)
where hs = −k∗s for (3), hs = k∗s for (4), hs = −ks for (5) and hs = −k∗s (or k∗s or− ks) for (6).
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3.4 Examples: One-soliton solutions
As examples we list out one-soliton solutions we obtained for equations (3)-(6).
For the classical discrete NLS equation (3), its one-soliton is
Qn =
e2k1 − e−2k∗1
e−2k1n+2iξ1t − δe2k∗1n+2iξ∗1 t ; (46)
for the nonlocal (reverse space) discrete NLS equation (4), we have
Qn =
e2k1 − e−2k∗1
ek1+k
∗
1 (e−2k1n+2iξ1t + δe−2k
∗
1n+2iξ
∗
1 t)
; (47)
for the nonlocal (reverse time) discrete NLS equation (5), we have
Qn =
1√
δ
(e2k − e−2k)e−2iξ1t
e2k1n + e−2k1n
; (48)
for the nonlocal (reverse space-time) discrete NLS equation (6), its one-soliton solution can be either of
the following,
Qn =
1√−δ
e2k1 − e2k∗1
ek1+k
∗
1 (e−2k
∗
1n+2iξ
∗
1 t + e−2k1n+2iξ1t)
, (49a)
Qn =
1√−δ
e2k1 − e−2k1
(e2k1n + e−2k1n)e2iξ1t
, (49b)
Qn =
1√−δ
e2k1 − e−2k∗1
ek1−k
∗
1 (e2k
∗
1n+2iξ
∗
1 t + e−2k1n+2iξ1t)
. (49c)
In the above, ξ1 = e
2k1 − 2 + e−2k1 and k1 ∈ C.
4 Conclusion
In this paper we have shown a reduction approach to construct solutions of the classical and nonlocal
discrete NLS equations. In this approach, the first step is to bilinearise the before-reduction system
(2) and derive its double Casoratian solutions. In the second step, by imposing suitable reductions on
the Casoratian entries, one can get relations between fn(t) and f
∗
n(t), f
∗
−n(t), fn(−t) and f−n(−t), and
between hn(t) and g
∗
n(t), g
∗
−n(t), gn(−t) and g−n(−t). These relations lead to classical and nonlocal
reductions between Rn and Qn via the transformation (7).
With regard to the method described in the paper, bilinearisation is not the only way to solve
the before-reduction system. Obviously, Inverse Scattering Transform and Darboux transformation are
the alternative. We believe the reduction approach is universal for getting solutions of those nonlocal
integrable systems. It is also simpler than the treatment directly working on the after-reduction systems
(cf. [7, 15]). Dynamics of the obtained variety of solutions and solutions of these classical and nonlocal
discrete NLS hierarchies would be investigated in the future. Besides, it would be interesting to consider
possible transformations between classical and nonlocal discrete NLS equations (cf. for continuous case
[16]).
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A Proof of Theorem 1
To prove the theorem, the following identity will be used [17],
|M,a, b||M, c, d| − |M,a, c||M, b, d|+ |M,a, d||M, b, c| = 0, (50)
whereM is a N × (N − 2) matrix and a, b, c, d are N -th order column vectors. Besides, some identities
for double Wronskians listed in [18, 19] will be also used.
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A direct calculation yeilds
fn+1 = |A||m̂; p˜+ 1| = |A|−1|m˜+ 1; p̂|, fn−1 = |A|−1|m̂;−1, p̂− 1|,
gn+1 = |A||m̂+ 1; p˜|, gn−1 = |A|| − 1, m̂; p̂− 1|,
2ifn,t = (|m̂− 1,m+ 1; p̂| − |m̂;−1, p˜|) + (| − 1, m˜; p̂| − |m̂; p̂− 1, p+ 1|) + 2(p−m)fn,
2ign,t = (|m̂,m+ 2; p̂− 1| − |m̂+ 1;−1, p˜− 1|)
+ (| − 1, m˜+ 1; p̂− 1| − |m̂+ 1; p̂− 2, p|) + 2(p−m− 2)gn.
where |m˜+ 1; p̂| = |1, 2, · · · ,m,m+ 1; 0, 1, · · · , p|. Substituting them into (8a) one obtains
2(ign,tfn − ifn,tgn − gn−1fn+1 − gn+1fn−1 + 2gnfn)
=|A|−2(|m̂,m+ 2; p̂− 1||m˜+ 1;−1, p̂− 1| − |m˜,m+ 2;−1, p̂− 1||m̂+ 1; p̂− 1|
− |m˜+ 2; p̂− 1||m̂;−1, p̂− 1|)
− |A|2(| − 1, m̂; p˜− 1, p+ 1||m̂; p̂| − |m̂; p̂− 1, p+ 1|| − 1, m̂; p˜|+ |m̂; p˜+ 1|| − 1, m̂; p̂− 1|)
=0,
in which (50) has been used. Eq.(8b) can be verified in a similar way. For (8c) we have
f2n − gnhn − fn+1fn−1
= |A|−2(|m̂; p̂||m˜+ 1;−1, p̂− 1|+ |m̂+ 1; p̂− 1||m˜;−1, p̂| − |m˜+ 1; p̂||m̂;−1, p̂− 1|),
which vanishes by means of (50).
Suppose that A = V −1ΓV , i.e. A is similar to Γ. We introduce Φ′n = V Φn, Ψ
′
n = VΨn which satisfy
(9) with Γ in place of A. Then we have fn(Φ
′
n,Ψ
′
n) = |V |fn(Φn,Ψn), gn(Φ′n,Ψ′n) = |V |gn(Φn,Ψn) and
hn(Φ
′
n,Ψ
′
n) = |V |hn(Φn,Ψn), which means A and its similar form Γ generate same Qn and Rn.
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